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LONGITUDINAL COUPLING IMPEDANCE OF A STATIONARY 

* ELECTRON RING IN A CYLINDRICAL GEOMETRY 

Andris Faltens and L. Jackson Laslett 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

September 8, 1972 

ABSTRACT 

The longitudinal (azimuthal) coupling impedance is investigated for a 

stationary electron-ring beam circulating between a co-axial pair of conducting 

tubes. Proximity of the beam to the inner tube is found to be advantageous for 

reducing (I z I /n) • n max Similar results are shown to be attainable with operation 

near the outer tube, provided the ~uality factors Q for higher-order resonant 

modes are deliberately made small. Illustrative computational results are 

presented graphically and a convenient approximate formula is suggested that 

may serve to guide the selection of desirable parameters for a typical fully-

compressed electron ring. 

* Work supported by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. 
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I • INTRODUCTION 

In evaluating the effectiveness of electron rings for the useful acceleration 

of ions, the requirement of longitudinal (azimuthal) stability appears to con

stitute a severe constraint. Another paper[l] submitted to this Symposium is 

concerned with the selection of parameters for an electron-ring accelerator, and 

considers explicitly the stability requirements for a fully-compressed loaded 

ring at the time of release from the magnetic well. That paper re-iterates the 

necessity of strongly limiting the self-generated azimuthal electric fields, that 

could excite an unstable azimuthal modulation of the electron ring beam, if rings 

of useful holding power are to be obtained. Such electric fields may be expected 

to be reduced by the presence of nearby conducting material, that in a magnetic 

acceleration column might conveniently take the form of conducting tubes co-axial 

with the electron ring. It may be of interest, therefore, to report in the 

present paper results from an analysis of the longitudinal coupling impedance of 

a toroidal electron beam situated co-axially between a pair of infinitely long 

conducting tubes. The analysis for a pair of tubes constitutes an extension of 

previous work[ 2,3,4, 5] concerned with an electron ring situated interior to a 

single tube, and to similar work[ 6, 7] relating to a ring inside a compressor 

chamber. A two-tube configuration may represent a better approximation to 

arrangements for magnetic acceleration that would be attractive on other grounds 

and, in addition, may aid in suppression of the longitudinal instability. 

II. COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDuRE 

The present analysis is restricted to rings that are essentially stationar,y with 
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respect to the tube structure, and (when losses are present) would require 

revision for application to rings with an axial speed comparable to that of light. 

No dielectric material is considered to be present, and no special frequency-

sensitive elements are introduced (save for such as may aid in controlling the 

"quality factor", Q) • 

The longitudinal coupling impedance, associated with an electron-ring beam 

of major radius R and with a postulated current modulation In= I
0 

exp[j(wt-n~)], 

is defined in terms of the corresponding longitudinal (azimuthal) electric field 

E~ as Zn = - 2~RE~/In. Perturbation analyses[B] have established the relation 

between 1 Znl /n and the amount of Landau damping that must be present (~._g;., 

from energy spread) if longitudinal stability is to be assured. 

We commence the analysis, for determination of zn, by making a formal 

series development for the steady-state electromagnetic fields associated with 

a current distribution I o(r-R)o(z) exp[j(wt-n~)], subject to boundary conditions 
0 

that correspond to outgoing (or damped) waves for I z I large and to conducting 

surfaces at r = RIN' ROUT" Radial co-ordinates can be expressed conveniently in 

terms of the radius of the inner tube, so that, in these units, the radial interval 

of interest extends from unity to f = ROUT/RIN and the ring beam is situated at 

R = pRIN (1 < p <f). The angular frequency is w = n~c/R = n~c/(pRIN). The 

series development of the electromagnetic field then employs characteristic 

functions, R , and charac.teristic values, m ~' of the Bessel equation 

d ( dRm) ( 2 2 2) 
X dx X dx + ~X - n Rm = 0 

= 0 for the transverse-magnetic (TM) modes -- and 
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correspondingly the functions S and values h, with s'l = s'l = 0 
m m mx=1 mX=f 

for the transverse-electric (TE) modes.[9] The z-dependence of the fields is 

contained in factors that, for the TM modes, are circular functions of 

wt-k lzl - n~ with k = [(w/c)
2

- (g /R~T) 2 ] 1/2 and w = nw = n~c/R for 
m m --m. .ll~ 0 

fre~uencies above cut-off, and are of the form exp(-~lzl) times a circular 

function of wt-n~ with ccm = [(~/RIN) 2 - (w/c)
2

]1/ 2 for fre~uencies below 

cut-off - and similarly for the TE modes. 

The azimuthal electric field is found in these terms to be such that 

where Z
0 

= j!J.0 /€
0 

= l201r obms, the "coupling factors" F'lN' FTE are 

FTM = and 
[f R'(f)] 2 - [R'(l)] 2 

m m 

' 

and the coefficients before these factors have the character -j and +j respectively 

when the characteristic values ~or hm exceed n~jp. The formal expression 

written above for Zn/n clearly re~uires modification to take account of a 

non-vanishing transverse extent of the beam and to make allowance for losses that 

will prevent the factors [(n/p)
2

- (~/~) 2 ] 1/2 and 

becoming exactly zero or infinite under "resonant" conditions. 

With respect to the first of the modifications just mentioned, we may note 
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that, for a large m, a combination of two of the terms just written will make 

a contribution that can be estimated as - j Z0
2 ~' a capacitive impedance by 

f3l m 
virtue of the factor- j. Such terms, summed over large m to a limiting value 

that will depend on the minor dimensions of the ring, will provide a contribution 

to times a logarithmic factor in which the minor 

dimensions of the ring appear in the argument. This result is concordant with 

the expected low-frequency inductive impedance whose dominant (logarithmic) term 

is given approximately by ( 
Zo 8Rl 2rcf3cj 2rcc ln a for a circular ring of round wire 

(major and minor radii: R,a), combined with the corresponding capacitive con-

tribution (larger, by a factor l/f32) of opposite sign -- or (more generally) with 

a contribution to Zn/n of the form 
. Zo D 

where D is related to -J- ln- a 2 a' 
[ 7] f3)' 

R, "'A, major dimension of dominant importance (such as or the spacing to the 

wall). In practice, terms of high m value were diminished by a "convergence 

factor" that served to suppress terms for which mrc >> outer tube radius/minor 

radius, and the details of this procedure did not appear to affect the results 

materially for parameter values of interest in the present work. 

[(n/p)2- <~-/f3)2]l/2 With respect to the potentially resonant factors ~ 

and [(n/p) 2 - (~/f3) 2 ]-l/2 , for the TM and TE modes respectively, these were 

replaced by 

t n/p) 2 - [ (1+ j /<QTM )g,/B ]2}1/2 

· ' and 

Such a replacement, although leading to a typical resonant-factor behavior, 
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perhaps can be justified rigorously only if (i) the boundary condition at a 

resistive wall can be correctly written in terms of a surface resistance 7ls as 

E~/H = (l+j)~ and (ii) the corresponding complex characteristic value 
'+' z s-

(~ or hm) is given with sufficient accuracy by a first-order development from 

the case in which R = 0. With the exception of cases in which the ~uality s 

factors are very low (~-~., < 10), however, the resonant factors written above 

are believed to be suitable in applications of the present work. In performing 

the computations, one has the option of either (i) computing for each n the 

QTM and QTE values for the m-value lying closest to resonance in each case, 

using a specified specific volume resistivity for the tube material 

(7i.s = \J 11
0
wpvj2 ) , or ( ii) simply specifying a single value of Q to be used 

throughout (thereby permitting the user to represent loss mechanisms deliberately 

introduced into the structure). 

III. EXPECTED CHARACTER OF THE COUPLING DvlPEDANCE 

The selection of geometrical configurations for which the longitudinal 

coupling impedance can be expected to be favorable or unfavorable for electron-

ring stability may be guided by some general c0nsiderations. A ring beam 

enclosed within a structure with highly-conducting walls potentially can excite 

resonances that will lead to unacceptably high values of the coupling impedance. 

Reflections may be expected to be suppressed for certain (high-n) modes, however, 

if the boundary is poorly reflecting and is situated in the radiation-field 

zone for such modes -- with the result that 

should be close to that cited for a beam in 

the corresponding impedance then 

free space (Z /n ~ 354il/3n-2/3 
n 

hm [7,11,12] f o s, or n well below a critical harmonic number that is of the 

• 

" -
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For lower n, where the free-space coupling impedance 

would be unacceptably high, a surface of high conductivity close to the beam 

should serve to lower E~ at the beam and so act to reduce the coupling im-

pedance substantially if resonant responses are avoided for such n-values. 

In a computational investigation of coupling impedance for a ring beam in 

the presence of one or two co-axial tubes, it is of interest, therefore, to 

include an examination of cases in which the beam is situated only a small 

distance outside an inner conducting tube, in an effort to provide coupling 

impdeances that for low n will be well below the free-space values. If, with 

such geometry, mechanical considerations require the presence of an additional 

tube exterior to the beam, one may anticipate that the selection of a suitably 

large radius for this outer tube will preclude the excitation of dangerous low-

order resonances. Under such conditions, the provision of only moderate losses, 

by any one of several means at the outer radius may suffice to suppress adequately 

the contributions of high-order (possibly resonant) modes (high m) -- for which 

the m-1 sign reversals of E¢·TE (r) ultimately must serve to reduce the 
'nm 

coupling between the electromagnetic field and a beam of appreciable radial 

extent. 

For purposes of comparison, there also is interest in cases in which the 

beam is located just inside an outer tube, with an inner tube either absent or 

assigned a considerably smaller radius. Under these latter circumstances the 

surface conductivity of the wall should be high for the low-frequency (low-n) 

modes, but the resonances that can occur for larger values of n should be 

suppressed by a deliberate reduction of the quality factor ('! deQ-ing") for 

high-frequency fields. 
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IV. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 

The possibility of attaining undesirably large values of coupling impedance 

as a result of resonances is illustrated in Fig. l for a two-tube structure with 

a radius ratio 1:6 and high values of Q which would be appropriate for tubes 

constructed of a good conductor such as copper. By reference to a mode chart 

(Fig. 2) that shows the beam radii for resonant excitation of the wave-guide 

modes in such a geometry (with ~ = v/c = 0.999703), it is evident that the 

largest value of \Znl/n occurs when the beam is located so as to excite the 

TEl,l resonance, the second highest value corresponds to excitation of the 

TE2, 1 mode, etc., with the low-n TEn,l modes dominating the coupling impedance 

in the cases for which the beam approaches the outer wall. The TE 1 modes are n, 

distinctive[l5] -- and can be particularly troublesome -- because the associated 

E~·TE (r)-field experiences no sign reversal. 
'nl 

The TE1 , 1 .resonant beam radius 

for the case of a single tube is ~ ~ ~ROUT/1.8412 and the c0rresponding 

resonant radius for a pair of tubes whose radius ratio does not greatly exceed 

unity is close to ~ ~ ~(RIN + R0UT)/2, while the resonant radii for other 

TE 
1 

modes will be progressively larger. The existence of these potentially-
a, 

resonant modes thus deserves recognition when considering operation with the 

ring beam fairly close to an outer cylindrical wall. 

·The curve9 of Fig. 3 again indicate the behavior of z1 ~· RB for 

R
0

UT/RIN = 6, and illustrate the influence of the quality factor Q. One notes 

that, as expected, for Q sufficiently large, 

(i) For w<w resonant [p > n~/(characteristic value, h)]: 

Z R 1 is relatively small (in comparison to Z Ima ) and is approximately n, ea n, g. 

proportional to 1/Q (as may be interpreted as due to wall resistance acting 

• 

• 

.. 
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z n,Imag. 
is rather insensitive to Q; 

Z = jZ \, each assuming large values OC fQ; n,Real n,Imag. 

For w > w · • resonant· 

Z R al is large (in comparison to Z ) and is rather insensitive to n, e n,Imag. 

Q -- corresponding to power radiated down the guide (and ultimately 

absorbed, remotely, in the tube walls or emerging from the ends). 

The curves of Fig. 4 depict the results of computations intended to indicate 

how CIZnl/n) can be held to reasonably low values either (i) by operating max. 

with a moderate value of Q and situating the beam close to an inner tube (so 

that excitation of low-order resonances is precluded), or (ii) by operating with 

the beam close to an outer tube, with Q deliberately caused to decrease at the 

higher fre~uencies in order to reduce the extent to which the higher-order re-

sonances can be excited. In performing computations pertaining to this latter 

type of operation, the computations-(with selected Q values) were extended to 

sufficiently large values of n that 1 Znl /n appeared to have become distinctly 

a monotonically decreasing function of n that essentially merged into the free-

space curve for this ~uantity. Two illustrative examples of the computational 

results for the two cases described are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. 

It will be recognized th~t, in the selection of parameters for an electron

ring device, a decision to operate with a ring situated close to a conducting 

tube necessarily restricts the amount of energy spread (and attendant radial 

spread) that can be present and that also could act to suppress the longitudinal· 

instability. As a guide for finding suitable parameters, therefore, it is con-

venient to have at band a simple relationship that relates (\Z \/n) to the n max. 
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"clearance" ~-~ throughout the range of possible practical interest for 

these parameters. The results shown in Fig. 4 for a beam situated a small 

distance outside an inner conducting tube suggest that with reasonable accuracy 
RB-RIN RIN RIN 

one may write qzn\/n)max. ""300 Rm ohms, for 30 ~ ~-RIN ~ 3 , under 

RB-RIN these circumstances. Thus, with = 0.2 that should provide sufficient 
RIN 

clearance for a beam with a radial spread arising from 6E/E < 10% (full width at 

half maximum) -- we should expect to achieve a longitudinal coupling impedance 

such that (rznl/n) ~ 60 obms. The results shown in Fig. 4 are ~uite insensitive 

to y, decreasing typically by about 2% when y is increased from 20 to 82. The 
Zn 

minor dimensions of the beam have a larger effect on l1 than the y dependence, 

because the self field term and the term due to excitation of high m modes 

decrease as the beam minor dimensions are increased. The curve C in Fig. 4 

is moved approximately 0.05 em to the left as the minor dimensions are decreased 

from 0.1 em to 0.05 em, and approximately 0.15 em to the right as the minor 

dimensions are increased to 0.2 em, for a< 10% change of \Zn\/n in the region 

around 60 n. At much greater spacings from the inner tube the dependence of 

lzrJ 
n 

on the minor dimensions becomes negligible because of the dominance of the 

low n and m modes. 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

An examination of the longitudinal coupling impedance that can be attained 

for a ring beam between a pair of co-axial conducting tubes has indicated that 

low values of \ zn\ /n rr.ay be conveniently attained by situating the beam a small ' ~· 

distance outside an inner conducting tube. If, alternatively, the beam is close 

to an outer tube, similar results may be obtained if the ~uality factors for 
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higher multiples of the circulating frequency are reduced so as to suppress 

potentially resonant fields. For an electron beam with y = 41 and a 3.5-cm 

orbit radius surrounding a tube of radius 2.9 or 3.2 em, it should be possible 

in this way to achieve values of (jznj/n)max. that are approximately 62 or 

28 ohms, respectively . 

It is a pleasure to express indebtedness to Drs. A. Garren, D. Mohl, and 

A. Sessler for many helpful discussions during the course of this work and 

our thanks to Mrs. Barbara (Harold) Levine for assistance with much of the 

computational work. 
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Fig. l - Maximum longitudinal coupling impedance, divided by n, for the first 

12 azimuthal modes for coaxial copper tubes of radius ratio 6. For 

wall resistivity Pv = 1.8 x lo-6n- m the Q's are in the range of 

104 - 105. Beam locations were chosen to excite the TE 
1 

and TE 
n, n,2 

resonances and to exhibit resonant behavior. 
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Fig. 2 - Resonant beam radii for coaxial tubes with radius ratio 6. For a given 

n the TEnm and TMnm resonances alternate, with m increasing to the 

left. 
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Maximum longitudinal 
coupling impedance 

OL_ ________________ L_ ______________ ~ 

3.0 3.5 4.0 

Rb, em 
Fig. 4 - Maximum longitudinal coupling impedance divided by n. 

A - Beam located close to an outer wall at 4 em and Q(n) adjusted to 

minimize I ~n I· 
B - Beam located between two walls at 3 em and 4 em and Q(n) adjusted to 

minimize ] ~n,. 
C - Beam located close to an inner wall at 3 em and Q made high for 

all n. 
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' ' ' ' 

n 

......... 

'Free space-
354n-213 

Fig. 5 - Typical \ Z: \ versus n curve for a beam radius Rb near an inner 

tube, with Q as a parameter. At this radius, resonant behavior is 

seen to be developing at n ~ 2±, whereas the l ~ l max of the first 

peak is at n ~ 10. For min I :1 for all n at this radius Q should 

decrease from ""1000 at n z. 10 to .-.J 30 at n z. 27. I :1 max for this 

case was taken as 4on in the construction of the curve in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 6 - Typical \:\ versus n curve for a beam radius Rb near an outer 

tube, with Q as a parameter. The clearance to the wall is the same 

as in Fig. 5. At this radius, resonant behavior is seen at n = 20, 

therefore min \ z: \ for all n w~uld be obtained by switching from 

high Q to low Q at n!::!. 13. \ :\ max for this case was taken as 

6on in the construction of Fig. 4. 
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any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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